
RACE REPORT

The road to Melbourne 2013 by Olaf Kasten

After Kona and 3 full Ironman races in 2012 (Melbourne in March, Frankfurt in July and Kona in 
October), I was pretty dead. My Achilles heels were painful just walking and the pretty much nonstop 
training for 10 months meant I was tired mentally and physically. I signed up for Melbourne 2013 a 
few weeks after Kona to get me past the post-Kona blues and have something to look forward to. It 
became clear quite quickly that I would need at least 2-3 months off running to let my tendons 
rebuild. I also decided to spend more time on building my executive coaching business, more 
uncertainties around how much time I would have to train. The fact that I couldn’t run allowed me to 
focus on the swim and bike and continue to make what felt like good progress.
After Christmas and a great trip to New Zealand cycling around the north island, preparation for 
Melbourne really started in the New Year. I slowly started to run again, but it wasn’t clear if I could be 
ready by mid-March.
It was impressive how quickly I got back into form, within 6 weeks I felt really great and posted a few 
of my best rides on facebook to share. My cardio was awesome, I love the weather at the beginning 
of the year for training in Hong Kong, I was able to push really hard on the bike and it felt easy. But 
was it too early ? Still over a month to go before Melbourne.
The swimming continued to be much better than last year, although I am always humbled and feeling 
slow when looking at the fast lane during swim training and the young guys or not strong looking girls 
in there going much faster than me ….
Running was getting awesome, doing up to 15x1.4kms with 1min rest on 3min45 pace or better. 
Tendons holding up too.
I was also able to organize work during most weeks around my 25-27h training weeks, when I 
couldn’t Andrew adapted the plan, so it all worked well. Family supportive as always and helping me 
keeping spirits high.

The last 2 weeks 

Taper time and I hated it. For some reason the mind switches off and wants to waste as little energy 
as possible and not go hard any more. Especially the bike started to feel a lot less good, weird. Swim 
and bike continued to feel really good though. I posted a few of the other usual doubts every athlete 
has before the race, Jurgen Zack called that “whining”, he's right, but it's normal nevertheless. You 
can't test yourself in training any more, so hard to know where you're at.
I am also a firm believer of the more pressure the better, I handle that well usually and it keeps my 
focus. I also felt that 9h could be reachable, so I decided to go for it and I mean really, nowhere to 
hide … I proclaimed boldly that 9h was my target and after my friend Yann Muzika offered to give 10k 
HKD to the charity of my choice if I did indeed go below 9h, I asked for others to join in and got over 
50k HKD pledged. At the end of the day I felt much better and stronger than last year in Melbourne 
when I did 9h10, so what could possibly go wrong? A lot potentially… On the way to Melbourne I lost 
my phone to start with … great.
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Melbourne

The weather is so changing and unpredictable in Melbourne, it’s madness. 2 weeks before the race 
there was a stretch of 5 days with temperatures of over 30 degrees and up to 36 degrees. Forecasts 
settled lower and it would be low to mid 20’s, awesome. What didn’t work perfectly was the wind and 
the sea. The day before the race and after the race was no wind at all, calm sea, but race-day would 
be much different.
Otherwise logistics were great. I used Tri-travel this time as it was the only way to still get a slot. 
Group of over 200 people so not very personalized, but hotel right across the finish, great.
2 days before the race during swim practice an oncoming swimmer I didn’t see really punched me 
hard in the face. Couple of cuts on the nose and the part below the eye got badly swollen right away 
… ice, anti-inflammatories and hoping that the swelling would recede by race-morning was all there 
was to do … it would be nice to be able to wear goggles. Turned out that except the black eye, it was 
no problem at all on race day. Just incredible all the crap that can go wrong !
Otherwise all preparations were done: racing shoes, I super glued the silicon heels inside so that 
they wouldn’t delay transitions, bought a new race belt as I forgot mine. Taped 6 gels on the frame of 
the bike, taped 2 packs of chomps on the aero bottle for easy access, taped the salt tablets in custom 
containers to the aero bar as well as the targeted race times at each turning point of the bike. The 
day before the race they already announced that the swim course would be changed to 2 laps on the 
left side of the pier as the sea would be quieter there … that doesn’t sound too good.
On Saturday after checking in the bags and bike, in Frankston I went to see some friends in 
Melbourne, great house, great lunch and managed to beat the owner during 2 games of billiard, that 
lifted my spirits. Going home and before going to bed, I did have a bit of a headache, I decided not to 
take any medicine, you never know how that impact performance. I was fine the next morning. 

Race Day

Had a really good sleep, up at 4, looking outside and it’s already really windy … breakfast, several 
stops at the bathroom and catching the bus at 5am. 5.40am we arrive at Frankston, going into 
transition, finishing the bike setup. Really wondering why I didn’t switch the disk for the 1080 I 
brought especially if it was too windy. Now off to the pier to check out the water, wow … lots of 
waves.
I did a quick warm up running, getting in the wetsuit, giving the street bag. Now the first 
announcement: Swim course cut to only lap, so 1.9kms and race start postponed by 30 minutes … 
well out is the 9h target, but with the wind and rough sea, would have been hard in any case, let’s 
focus on qualifying and doing well.
It’s now 20 minutes before the delayed race start and they are starting to take some of the buoys 
away … volunteers have no idea either where we are supposed to swim … common !! Finally they 
put the start back another 15 minutes and explain the new course to everyone, basically just one 
back and forth.
Finally that’s it, time to get it done and actually do what training tells me I can !

Swim

Swim was really madness. If it wasn’t for the race there is no way in hell I would have gone in the 
water. Felt like when the baby turtles hatch and throw themselves in waves multiple times their size 
or the beginning of “revenge” for those that watch it. Anyways, after a bit or going through the first 
breaking waves, all the way out was against the waves among many people. I was standing right at 
the front next to the pier, so got a pretty good start. There were massive big waves, felt really like 2m 
at least, maybe a bit less. After a while finally to the turn around and now it was flying back with the 
waves. Last turn left and towards the beach, I tried badly to keep left, but missed the exit by 50 
meters, most other swimmers were 200m off.  26 minutes or so, an ok transition and after 30 minutes 
on the bike.
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Bike

It’s a 2 lap course on the highway, back and forth and the wind was blowing hard. My plan to take it a 
bit more easy the first hour was impossible as I just had to push against the win. Most other athletes 
push too hard on the first half of the bike and although I know that, I can’t let them ride away … heart 
rate for the first 45kms seldom got below 150 … then finally the turnaround and wow this was fun, 
many long sections at over 50 km/h and in the end just over 45 km/h and 1h to close the first lap. I 
could already feel my legs at that stage, not so good, second lap would be hard. Nevertheless I 
decided to really push against the wind, I know the way back would be easier and I could recover 
and relax a bit before the run. I passed a lot more people here including most female pros including 
Caroline Steffen. Just pushing by them. Then came the last way back, took it a bit more easy, just 
under 42 km/h. I thought I could still make under 4h40, but decided not to push for that. Just missed 
it I learned after the race. I saw the first woman at one stage on the bike, but as I relaxed a bit, I 
didn’t catch her. 
4h40mins45secs

Run

The first steps off the bike didn’t feel nice at all. After a quick transition (many volunteers in a still 
empty changing tent were awesome and handing me socks and shoes) in less than 2 minutes I was 
out of T2. After a few hundred meters and what felt like an easy pace I could see on my garmin I was 
going on a 4’05 pace and feeling really good now. Cool this might work out well.
In the first 5kms I passed quite a few guys, pros and age-groupers, strong bikers, a couple of them 
that I let get away in the last 30 kms. At 7kms a spectator told me I was 2nd age-grouper. Wow. 
Funnily when I was young and doing athletics and 400m hurdles, I was often 2nd. I have so many 
silver medals at national championships and only one gold. Let’s see what happens here.
After 10kms at 4’08 pace or so, my speed dropped to 4’20. Geez, if I drop 12 seconds per km every 
10 kms, I will slow down a lot and someone will surely catch me …
After 14 kms and under 1h, the road is flat and super straight, you can see over 1km ahead. I could 
see someone afar, but no idea if it was an age-grouper or pro. Let’s find out. It gave me a bit of a 
push too and I got him at the 19 kms mark or so. I pushed through to make the past final and not give 
him the idea of sticking around.
Then a few kms later I passed one more pro and then I was alone the rest of the race. Time to get 
used to being called the first age-grouper, I now really wanted this. Still a long way to go. Pace still 
around 4’20 at over 30kms, just take it home now. Legs finally getting tighter, stomach also painful on 
and off from the coke, could feel a couple of blisters too, but after Kona last year felt like a piece of 
cake and still going strong.
5kms, I don’t want to turn around so ask from time to time a spectator if he can see someone behind 
me … I hesitate to really push now with 2kms to go to make sure no-one can catch me, but am 
starting to get cramps (think it’s psychological as always starts to happen just before the end) and 
still no-one to see and 3h probably not happening either. Finally last 600m, really enjoying it now and 
strolling home, high-5-ing everyone and getting the finishing I always wanted. 
What a feeling, joy, a bit of disbelief to be called the Age-Group Champion, a relief it’s over and no-
one caught me.
Being alone in Melbourne and having lost my phone, had to wait to get back to the hotel to skype 
Maggy and the kids and feel the love on facebook !!
What an experience in really tough race conditions, I got the job done and more, expectations going 
higher and higher with this … but we’ll worry about that later, now off to the awards party !!
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